ABOUT MINDA
BLOCKCHAIN
MINDA is a Superfast Blockchain and
Fastest Growing Eco-System in the
World. MINDA is Open-Source Fast and
Stable Eco-Friendly Decentralized
Blockchain Technology. MINDA
Blockchain Powerful, Secure, Fast and
Reliable for Blockchain World. MINDA is
a Decentralized Platform that enables
Developers to build user-friendly DApps,
NFTs, Web3 Games and more with low
transaction fees without ever sacriﬁcing
on security. The Web3 applications built
on MINDA offer low Fees, high
scalability, highest standard of security.

WEB3 GAMING
We Build the Superfast Futurists Games.
MINDA’s high throughput and low fees
make it a perfect ﬁt for your
masterpiece. MINDA is built for
interoperability it horizontally scales
while maintaining a shared state. The
lowest fees, each transaction on MINDA
costs a fraction of a cent. Build the
MetaverseGames with MINDA
marketplaces, Cross-Game items, and
fully-on-chain elements.
MINDA’s blazing-fast speed and ultralow fees are built to scale, so the
ecosystem grows without sacriﬁcing
censorship resistance or security

MINDA DECENTRALIZED WALLET
MINDA Wallet is the ofﬁcial Decentralized
Crypto Wallet of MINDABlockchain, easy
to use and friendly interface, you can
Send, Receive and Store various Crypto
Currencies and stable coins safely and
securely with the MINDA Wallet. MINDA
wallet provides you with a secure access
key that keeps your assets safe against
unauthorized access. It also has Multi-coin
and multi-chain support that enables you
to Store and Swap thousands of coins.
MINDA Swap will allow to Swap BEP-20
and ERC-20 tokens/coins for another
while maintaining full custody of your
Crypto Currencies.

MINDA NFT
MARKETPLACE
MINDA’s High throughput and low
fees make it a perfect ﬁt for NFTs of
all shapes and sizes. Get started with
the best reference implementations.
Ecosystem projects provide
resources to launch your NFT on
MINDA in record speed.
From auctions to perpetual royalties
coded right into the NFT, MINDA
supports a fully decentralized onchain experience for artists and
collectors. Focus on the artwork,
not writing a new smart contract.

MINDA
METAVERSE
MINDA Metaverse is a fully Decentralized
Virtual World. Minda handed over control
to the people who create and play in this
Virtual Space. You can Build and Monetize
your Superfast Gaming Experience.
MindaGames will have its own Governing
Planet. Where you can purchase own
piece of that planet. These pieces of land
can be used to build infrastructure for
that Planet, by making Virtual NFT Stores,
Collection Galleries, Weapon Stores, and
Buy/Sell NFTs from the game.

MINDA
EXCHANGE
Team of MINDA World working on
centralized Crypto Exchange and
Launchpad, where you can trade BTC, ETH,
BNB and many more Tokens with 0%
transaction fee. The MINDA Exchange will
allow you to Trade with Zero Transaction
Fees. MINDA Exchange support new ERC20
and BEP20 Tokens. You can Launch your
ERC20 and BEP20 Tokens in MINDA
Launchpad. MINDA Exchange user can
trade popular crypto coins and new Tokens
without paying any transaction fees.

MINDA
MARKETPLACE
Minda Marketplace allow you
to Purchase thousands of items
like E-commerce, Travel, Hotels
and many more with using
Minda Coin. Minda Marketplace
one stop portal Where you can
shop across thousands of
products & Services, Book
Tickets, Hotels and Tours, using
Minda Coin.
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TOKENOMICS
• Token Name

: MINDA Token

• Token Simbol

: MINDA

• Token Supply

: 1,000,000,000,000

• Contract Address : 0x9baa500b98DD8eb5c407bc5429A730B7fb4Df95E
• Blockchain

: Binance Smart Chain
(BEP20)

• Decimals

: 18

TOKEN ALLOCATION
60%

:

Token Sale Program

20%

:

Burn

10%

:

Team and Founders

10%

:

Marketing

VISION
MINDA Work for Fast and Secure
Blockchain World. Minda Protocol one of
the largest Blockchain based operating
systems in the world, offers public
Blockchain support of high throughput,
high scalability, and high availability for all
Decentralized Applications DApps in the
MINDA eco-system. MINDA is an
ambitious project dedicated to the
establishment of a truly decentralized
Internet and its infrastructure.

Thank
You!

